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Abstract
HTML tags are typically discarded in free text Named Entity Recognition from Web pages.
We investigate whether these discarded tags might be used to improve NER performance. We
compare Text+Tags sentences with their Text-Only equivalents, over five datasets, two free text
segmentation granularities and two NER models. We find an increased F1 performance for
Text+Tags of between 0.9% and 13.2% over all datasets, variants and models. This performance
increase, over datasets of varying entity types, HTML density and construction quality, indicates
our method is flexible and adaptable. These findings imply that a similar technique might be of
use in other Web-aware NLP tasks, including the enrichment of deep language models.
1 Introduction
Named Entity Recognition (NER) is the identification of the proper names of objects. NER can be infor-
mational in its own right, but also serves as pre-processing for other Information Extraction (IE) tasks.
The Web as a data source for NER offers opportunities as a massive corpus of structured information and
free text, but also presents challenges of a far from uniform layout and variable writing style; the Web is
formatted for ease of reading, not for ease of extraction.
Web page text elements can be divided into two categories: structured and unstructured free text.
Structured text is contained within records, lists and tables. NER for these elements is usually per-
formed with Wrapper methods that identify text areas using precise contextual patterns. HTML is an
essential delimiter of records in Wrapper methods. Techniques for handling HTML tags range from
string matching to CNN based approaches. Wrappers are insufficient for dealing directly with free text.
Unstructured free text natural language elements, such as <p>, make up the majority of Web content.
Most recent free text NER approaches make use of sentence based NLP neural network techniques
(Goyal et al., 2018; Yadav and Bethard, 2019; Li et al., 2020), such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) or
LSTM+CRF (Ma and Hovy, 2016), with pre-trained language models. HTML contained in these free text
sentences is generally discarded. The reasons for this seem to be expectation, convenience and heritage.
HTML in natural language is not expected to be of any benefit: “Free text exhibits no implicit structure
at all” (Goebel and Ceresna, 2009). Any information to be extracted from free text is assumed to be
held entirely in natural language grammar and semantics. Many NLP code libraries, such as Beautiful
Soup (Richardson, 2007), strip HTML with a single function call: “Since so much text on the Web is in
HTML format, we will also see how to dispense with markup.” (Bird et al., 2009). A plain text approach
to NER is used in various genres of Web site, from Web newspapers (Ekbal et al., 2012; Wibawa and
Purwarianti, 2016), the social Web (Russell, 2013) and Websites identified through Web search (Tu et al.,
2005; Bunescu, 2007; Speck and Ngomo, 2014) to elements of well-researched shared tasks, such as the
scientific Web page section of BioNLP 2013 (Nédellec et al., 2013) and Weblog sections of CoNLL-2003
(Sang and De Meulder, 2003) and Ontonotes v5.0 (Weischedel et al., 2013).
In the five datasets used in this paper, HTML tags make up between 10% and 34% of tokens.
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HTML tags have been used in NER, seemingly as a side effect of a combined approach to NER from
both structured and free text elements (Soderland, 1999; Whitelaw et al., 2008; Mirończuk, 2018). We
observe that these approaches typically employ the same split of structured and free text techniques
detailed above. To our knowledge, these are the only approaches that make use of HTML tags in free
text areas.
Supervised NER is the most commonly used approach and has attracted the greatest research effort
(Nadeau and Sekine, 2007; Goyal et al., 2018), especially related to deep learning (Yadav and Bethard,
2019; Li et al., 2020). Supervised NER has performed better in F1 terms than semi-supervised in a direct
comparison (Aryoyudanta et al., 2016) and on the CoNLL-2003 shared task.
In this paper we seek to answer the following questions, which form our contribution:
• To what extent does the inclusion of HTML tags in free text affect NER performance?
• What are the causes of this effect and which Web pages benefit the most?
• Can HTML tags be included efficiently in sentence based NER?
Our experiments use five English language datasets of varying characteristics, split into two differ-
ent free text containing tagsets, split again into Text+Tags and Text-Only variants. Each HTML tag is
represented by a single token. We assess these datasets and variants over BERT and LSTM+CRF models.
We show that the inclusion of HTML tags improves NER F1 performance over every dataset, tagset
and model. Pages with a higher tag density correlate fairly well with higher performance gains. The
inclusion of tags helps delimit entities, can perform well with any semi-structured elements that might
be present and appears to mitigate annotation noise to some extent.
These results point to some intriguing future possibilities. HTML might be included in other Web-
sourced NLP tasks, such as Knowledge Base Population or integrated into deep language models trained
on the Web.
2 Related Work
To extract free text from a Web page, the level of granularity of free text containing elements must be
decided. Approaches to free text segmentation range from indiscriminate whole-page approaches to
stripping HTML (Bird et al., 2009; Richardson, 2007). A more granular approach is to use specific
HTML tags that are deemed text containing (Bunescu, 2007; Sarode et al., 2019), further filtering may
then be applied (Kohlschütter et al., 2010; Kim, 2017).
To include HTML tags in sentence based NER, we have a range of options. Blohm (2011) and
Mirończuk (2018) simplify tags, removing attributes and style, including the tag as one standard to-
ken. Soderland (1999) takes a similar approach, including attributes, splitting into tokens by whitespace.
Freitag (1998) engineers features to represent aspects of HTML positions relative to a token. Apostolova
and Tomuro (2014) combine visual and textual page content into engineered features for NER. Gogar et
al. (2016) use a CNN to automatically extract similar features.
3 Approach
We conduct NER experiments on the five datasets detailed below. These datasets allow sentences, in-
cluding HTML tags, to be extracted from the Web while applying a supplied gold standard set of entity
label annotations or Distant Supervision.
We extract two sets of free text elements and their inner HTML contents from the <body> of raw
Web pages, removing script and comment blocks. Set1 contains <p> tags and contents, Set2 contains
<p> and <h...> tags and contents. We ignore any structured elements contained in a table record,
list item or option. The contents of these elements are then tokenized on whitespace and HTML tags,
including all tags. Each tag is simplified into a single token, removing attributes and style. These free
text sequences are then sentence segmented using NLTK (Bird et al., 2009) to create a Text+Tags variant.
HTML is stripped from each sentence to create a directly comparable Text-Only variant. “<h3> <a>
Australia </a> and the world </h3>” is a typical sentence.
Entity Sentence count Tag density% Avg. sentence len.
Dataset Types Categories Set1 Set2 Set1 Set2 Set1 Set2
OrgPersons 1 1 8198 10901 11 13 24.6 20.1
Persons 1 1 121598 186523 16 21 22.4 15.9
RE3D 14 7 1393 2528 11 19 15.6 11.3
SWDE 16 8 49849 113902 10 12 22.0 19.4
WEIR 14 4 3796 10858 30 34 22.6 6.4
Table 1: Dataset and tagset summary. Tag density% is HTML tag tokens as a proportion of all tokens.
Average sentence length includes HTML tag tokens.
3.1 Datasets
RE3D1 (Science and Technology Laboratory, 2017) contains entities relevant to the role of a defence
and security intelligence analyst. We generated this dataset from the live pages of seven sites using the
gold standard. SWDE2 (Hao et al., 2011) contains entities from eight semantically diverse categories for
Structured Web Data Extraction testing. We generated this dataset from the supplied cached pages using
the gold standard. WEIR3 (Bronzi et al., 2013) contains entities from four categories and 40 sites. We
generated this dataset from the supplied cached pages using the gold standard. We include an additional
free text containing tag, <a>, in tag Set2 due to a sparseness of <h...> tags. These three sets are
evaluated using stratified cross validation. Persons was constructed to test Distant Supervision (Mintz
et al., 2009), for the task of extracting person attributes from organisation Websites. This set is the first
stage of this process and contains only person name entity types. The construction process extracts all
persons from DBpedia (Bizer et al., 2009), then uses the top-10 Web search results from each person
name as a page corpus. Each page has free text areas extracted, then direct string matches for forename
and surname, plus possessive apostrophes, are labelled. Distant supervision is a noisy process (Roth
et al., 2013); we exclude noisy sentences by the presence of a non-labelled forename or title present
from two lookup lists. This set is evaluated against a hand labelled set of 1,214 sentences extracted
from 30 Websites. Annotation was performed by the authors, with an inter-annotator agreement of
98.5%. Disagreements were due to incorrectly labelled titles, these were corrected to not include titles.
OrgPersons, constructed in a similar way to Persons, is person-only but is oriented toward a person’s
employing organisation, rather than the person themselves. Organisations and corresponding key persons
are extracted from DBpedia, with the top-5 Web search results from the organisation name processed.
Each result is processed three pages deep, with the same matching and exclusion criteria as Persons. This
set is evaluated using the same set as Persons. This is a smaller task-focussed set; the three page deep
processing is likely to hit more of the types of pages that were labelled in our evaluation set.
3.2 Models
We use two recent state-of-the-art NLP models. A Bi-LSTM+CNN+CRF based on Ma and Hovy (2016),
with Word2Vec skip-gram embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013), generated with Gensim (Rehurek and
Sojka, 2010) over the five datasets. We generated four variants of embeddings to cover tag Set1 and
Set2, Text+Tags and Text-Only, using 100 dimensions, 20 iterations and window 5. We also included
pre-trained Stanford GloVe embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014) as a baseline. For our second model,
we fine-tuned a BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) transformer using the Hugging Face (Wolf et al., 2019) bert-
base-cased language model. These models and embeddings provide a good contrast for our experiments.
4 Results and Analysis




Text-Only LSTM Text-Only Text+Tags LSTM Text+Tags Text+Tags
Dataset.Tagset GloVe W2V BERT GloVe W2V BERT Improvement
OrgPersons.1 85.5 84.0 80.5 86.1 88.1 +2.6
OrgPersons.2 85.1 82.7 81.2 89.0 87.1 +3.9
Persons.1 70.9 67.3 69.0 73.8 70.3 72.8 +2.9
Persons.2 74.1 70.6 70.3 77.2 71.0 76.8 +3.1
RE3D.1 72.4 71.6 71.9 72.8 73.4 +1.0
RE3D.2 74.7 74.3 73.6 75.6 75.0 +0.9
SWDE.1 61.7 64.0 74.8 76.6 76.0 +1.8
SWDE.2 66.8 68.0 82.6 84.6 86.6 +4.0
WEIR.1 75.4 72.9 87.5 89.4 91.5 +4.0
WEIR.2 64.1 65.2 70.5 83.7 73.4 +13.2
Table 2: Full F1 results. Improvement of best Text+Tags approach over best Text-Only approach.
Sentence characteristics
This improvement correlates fairly well (Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.72) with the tag densities
in Table 1, suggesting dataset tag density is applicable for assessing a future dataset for our Text+Tags
technique. Analysis of the distribution of sentence tag densities, reveals two types of sentence: natural
language sentences containing some tags and repetitive tag dense patterns, for example, “<h1> John
Smith </h1>”. We find Text+Tags performs slightly better for variants that contain a mix of sentence
types and performs much better for WEIR.2 which is pattern dominant.
Entity delimitation
We analysed LSTM results, looking at ratios between occurrences of tags that delimit successful and
unsuccessful entity labels. We find that HTML tags delimit between 16% and 31% of entities and that
entity-closing tags have a success ratio between 122% and 251% better than entity-opening tags. An
example is the sentence “<h2> Traveler Advice on Little Delhi Restaurant </h2>” where the labelled
entity is Little Delhi Restaurant. When we look at success ratios for individual HTML tags, we find
opening tags </em>, <h...>, <em>, <strong>, <a>, <br/>, <span>, <div> and closing
tags <br/>, <em>, <span>, </h...>, </span>, <img>, </a>, </p>, </div> perform
well, while opening tags <i>, <p>, <br> and closing tags </i>, <br>, </strong> perform
poorly. These lists are ordered by best/worse performance and are not exhaustive. Interesting points are
that close tags are good openers and vice versa, the variable performance of different types of <br>,
and that italics performs much worse than other formatting options, perhaps indicating poor annotation
quality in SWDE where this was especially prevalent. Poor performing tags might be pre-processed out
in future work to further improve performance.
Models
BERT shows a stable Text+Tags improvement between dataset variants, where sentence tag density can
vary considerably and between datasets of differing quality. We observe increased precision on the
single entity datasets: OrgPersons and Persons, with increased recall for other datasets. BERT is able to
adapt to Text-Only patterns in the WEIR dataset that the LSTM model fails on. Our LSTM Word2Vec
Text+Tags outperforms BERT 4/10 times, which might indicate a deep language model trained on Web
text including HTML tags may further improve performance.
Our own LSTM Word2Vec embeddings show a Text+Tags improvement over all datasets and vari-
ants. On the Persons dataset, GloVe embeddings outperform our Text+Tags embeddings. This prompted
us to experiment with Text+Tags GloVe which unexpectedly scored best overall for this dataset. This
Text+Tags GloVe performance may indicate our own embeddings would benefit from more extensive
training in both volume and context window.
LSTM shows a large Text+Tags improvement for SWDE and WEIR datasets due to poor precision on
Text-Only. For the WEIR dataset, this is mainly due to patterns that are almost un-differentiable without
delimiting tags. For SWDE, this is due to poor annotation from the gold standard, introducing many
false negatives. An example is the sentence “What initially grabs your attention in <b> The Five People
You Meet in Heaven </b> ?”, the book title in bold is recognised with the tags present, but not without.
Text+Tags and the more complex BERT models can deal with these scenarios.
5 Conclusion
We investigated whether HTML tags might improve NER performance by comparing Text+Tags sen-
tences with their Text-Only equivalents, over varying datasets, free text segmentation methods and NER
models. We used a simplified tags as tokens approach to sentence processing, which required minimal
extra pre-processing and between 3% and 11% extra processing time. We observed F1 improvements of
between 0.9% and 13.2% for Text+Tags over all datasets, variants and models. These datasets, variants
and models had quite different characteristics, proving the flexibility and adaptability of our approach.
This performance points to the inclusion of HTML in other free text NLP tasks such as Knowledge Base
Population or deep language model generation from the Web.
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